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Conceptual change comes after gaining conceptual understanding. When students fail 
to gain conceptual understanding in mathematics, they resort to short cut methods like 
memorising, to enable them to answer questions that are asked directly. Questions that 
require reasoning are usually poorly answered because of the lack of conceptual 
understanding. This results in learners obtaining low scores in mathematics because 
questions are not always asked directly. Teaching based on the assessment of students’ 
current understanding is one of the tools that can be used in order to support student 
to gain conceptual understanding. In this paper, teaching and assessment is used to 
support students to have conceptual change in geometry of quadrilaterals. This paper 
took, a qualitative approach with 60 student teachers in their third year of study in the 
course component of geometry for intermediate phase at the university in the city of 
Johannesburg. This paper reveals that students can have conceptual change when they 
are convinced by being introduced to information they can relate with. How teachers 
teach mathematics in the classroom will determine if students will memorise or gain 
conceptual understanding.   
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INTRODUCTION 
For a student to understand geometrical concepts, more effort is required from the 
teacher as compared to other topics in mathematics (De Villiers, 2010). Usually 
teachers must employ different techniques in   order for students to be in a position to 
reason with geometrical shapes effectively. Geometrical reasoning needs clear 
conceptual understanding of the mathematics related to geometrical shapes in order for 
students to progress to a higher level of thinking. If students have conceptual 
understanding of what they are learning, they should be in a position to explain what 
they know and not just in terms of what they are told (Kilpatrick et al, 2001). Through 
my experience of teaching mathematics in secondary school, I have noticed that there 
seems to be gaps in students’ learning of geometry systematically because learners 
struggle with the concepts involved in geometry in both grade 11 and 12. The reason 
for this could be based on De Villiers’s (2010) argument which stipulates that the pace 
which the level of thinking for different grades in geometry increases radically and 
students are expected to think at a level of geometrical concept development which 
they have not reached yet. Students no longer learn to understand but learn in 
preparation for assessment. Learners often memorise a definition, without having a 
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clear conceptual understanding of how the definition came about. This was also 
supported by Usiskin (2005) who argued that students that does not possess conceptual 
understanding of the mathematics they are learning, usually resort to memorising and 
definitions.  
This study explores the student teachers’ conceptual change in the knowledge of 
geometrical shapes by means of progressing from one van Hiele level of thought to the 
next.  The aim is to locate how the student teachers’ express their own conceptual 
learning, particularly how they advance their knowledge of quadrilaterals from one 
level to the next when there is no conceptual understanding, as contrasted to when 
conceptual understanding is in place. The paper intends to specifically determine how 
(and when) the students’ teachers improve their understanding of the interrelationship 
between quadrilaterals using a theoretical model of conceptual change intertwined with 
the van Hiele levels of geometrical thought.  
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
The theoretical framework put forward in this paper combines the notion of conceptual 
change as described by Hewson (1982) as a heuristic method with which to think about 
advancing a student’s knowledge to a higher level of conceptual understanding or of 
competence, together with the Van Hiele (1959) model of a student’s levels of 
development in geometry. 
The van Hiele model of geometric development  
According to Usiskin (1982), the van Hiele level of geometric thought theory suggests 
that student geometric thought can be classified into five levels.  The levels are: 
recognition (level 1), analysis (level 2), abstraction (level 3), deduction (level 4), and 
rigor which is level 5. 1 Students who are at the recognition level, know a geometric 
diagram based on how they appear visually and holistically. At level 2, students know 
geometrical shapes based on their individual properties. Students know the properties 
in isolation without connecting them with other shapes. On the third level, students 
know the interrelationships between the distinguishable properties of, for example, 
quadrilaterals. A student at the third level would for example be able to recognise that 
a square1 is also a rectangle, based on the integration of the properties of pairs of 
parallel sides and the right angles of both these shapes. Students at level 4, are able to 
define geometrical shapes using a minimum number of properties that are relevant, 
thus disregarding any properties that would distract from the essence of what is 
compared. At level  
5, students are able to define geometrical shapes and also use axiomatic methods to 
prove their reasoning. The diagram below shows how students at different levels can 
answer the same question.  
 
                                           
1 Some researchers refer to van Hiele levels 0 to 4. These correspond to levels 1 to 5 as applied in this paper. 
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TABLE 1: van Hiele Levels for describing a rectangle 
What is a rectangle? 





















A rectangle is 
a 
parallelogram 
with a 900  
angles 
A rectangle is a 
parallelogram with 
900 angles because: 
If one angle is 900, 
the opposite angle of 
a parallelogram are 
equal and it will also 
be 900. Since the 
opposite side of a 
parallelogram are 
parallel, the adjacent 





be a rectangle 
because all angles of 


















The levels are dependent on each other and for a learner to progress to a higher level, 
they should have mastered some elements of the level before that particular level (De 
Villiers 2010). Perdikaris (2011) argues that the levels are not discrete but continuous. 
A student can know some elements of a particular level and not everything within a 
particular level. One can be at a beginning of a level or at the end of a level. For 
example, at student at level two can know some properties and not all the properties of 
a particular shape. The levels are also considered in relation to the particular geometry 
topic. This implies that the number of properties of a particular shape a student know 
determines the level a student is at within a particular van Hiele level. A student can 
for example master all the properties of a square and only know few properties of a 
rectangle. On both shapes the student is then at level 2. On a square, the student is at 
the end of level 2 and on a rectangle the student is at the beginning of level 2. 
Conceptual change. 
The Conceptual Change Model developed by Posner, Strike, Hewson and Gertzog 
(1982) suggests that learning is changing the manner in which a person thinks by 
considering new information while connecting it with the information one already has. 
Learning involves a struggle between merging the new knowledge and the current 
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knowledge. New knowledge is formed after the mind has been convinced that the 
current knowledge is limited. For example, if you know that a quadrilateral with all 
angles equal is a square, and someone convinces you that the rectangle also has all 
angles equal and a rectangle is not a square, you may refine your definition of a square.  
Posner, Strike, Hewson and Gertzog (1982) argue for three components to take shape, 
in order for conceptual change to take place. The first of these components is the need 
to see the importance of changing one’s thinking.  This happens when that which was 
feasible to make a conclusion is no longer feasible enough to make a final decision 
based on the new challenges bestowed upon one’s understanding. The second of the 
component is that a student cannot experience conceptual change if they don’t see 
anything wrong with the manner in which they currently know something. Until what 
they know is challenged and proved to be insufficient they are likely to keep their 
current thinking. The third of these components, is learning new information. Lastly is 
using what one has just learnt to determine whether the new knowledge one has just 
gained is plausible when it is applied in different context. If all three conditions are 
met, then one will proceed to learn this new knowledge without difficulty.  
Hewson (1992) used different ways to define conceptual change. He looked at the word 
‘change’ and used different meaning of the word to suggest different types of 
conceptual change. He defined the word ‘change’ as replacement, that is, as an 
exchange of one entity for another and the extension on one entity to accommodate 
new challenge. A real life example of conceptual change as the exchange of the former 
state can be explained by using the well-known teaching strategy:  Teachers often tell 
foundation phase learners that they cannot subtract big numbers from small numbers, 
but when learner start learning integers in the intermediate phase are able to do so. 
Learners will throw away the concept of “you cannot subtract big numbers from small 
numbers” and replace it “you can subtract big numbers from small numbers”. For 
example, a student at the first level of van Hiele model may define a rectangle as a long 
square. After learning the properties of a rectangle, and gaining knowledge that the 
square is a rectangle, they start defining a rectangle as a quadrilateral with all angles 
equal and not as a square because a rectangle is not a square. The student discard their 
previous definition and use the new one as a replacement for the old. From this 
example, defining a rectangle as a longer square is no longer plausible because the 
student now know that a rectangle is not a square. What was considered knowledge, is 
now challenged and the students now see the need to change their thinking by 
abandoning the old definition.  
The other type of conceptual change as described by Hewson (1992) is the conceptual 
change as the extension of the previous concept. In order to explain this type of 
conceptual change, we will use an example of the Gautrain in South Africa.  During 
the off peak hours, the train runs with four coaches and during the peak hour, they add 
four more coaches to eight couches to accommodate the peak hour rush. It is still the 
same train but with some extensions. What was available was not eradicated but 
improved upon. For example, if a student used to define a square as the quadrilateral 
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with four equal sides, and then later they discover that a rhombus also has four equal 
sides, then the student will improve their definition of a square by means of adding 
another property, saying a square is a quadrilateral with all sides equal and all angle 
equal to make the definition unique for just a square. What the student knew was 
extended upon to create the new extended body of knowledge. 
Conceptual understanding in geometry of (quadrilaterals) 
Conceptual change also comes about through connections. Kilpatrick, Swafford, and 
Findell, (2001) discusses the importance of being mathematically proficient. Being 
mathematically proficient is the learning of mathematics with understanding which is 
more powerful than simply memorizing material. Students connect the pieces of 
existing information and organize it to improve retention of knowledge within to 
enhance their mathematical fluency. According to Kilpatrick et al. (2001), what 
students learn in different areas of mathematics can be connected to make new 
knowledge and how students represent and connect pieces of existing knowledge is a 
key factor in whether they would understand and be able to recall information when 
solving mathematical problems.  
Being mathematical proficient amongst others means having conceptual understanding 
of the mathematics topic learnt. Kilpatrick et al. (2001) define conceptual 
understanding as an integrated and functional grasp of mathematical ideas. If students 
have conceptual understanding of what they are learning, they are in a position to 
explain what they know and not only replicate what they have been told. For example, 
at the second van Hiele level, students must be in a position to label all properties of a 
geometrical shape. If students are given an opportunity to construct a square and then 
use measuring instruments to find the properties of that particular geometrical shape, 
they will be in a position to label the properties which is a naïve form of description of 
explanation.  
Another example of conceptual understanding will be the ability to understand that all 
angles of a quadrilateral add up to 3600.  If all the angles of this shape add up to 3600, 
they must al tessellate around a point to form a revolution angle. Cutting all four angles 
of any drawn quadrilateral and tessellating them will show conceptual understanding 
of angles. Such a demonstration of their understanding would imply that what has been 
learnt is not just facts, but knowledge that can be traced back to conceptual 
understanding.  
Linking conceptual change and van Hiele levels of development 
In order for a student’s understanding to progress to a higher level, the conceptual 
change must take place from the level before to the level above it. For each transition 
between levels, the components of conceptual change (challenging existing 
knowledge, learning new knowledge and using new knowledge) must take place in 
order for the transition to take place as described above. The diagram below shows the 
three components with examples and how they intertwine with the van Hiele levels in 
order for conceptual change to take place. 
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FIGURE 1: The three components of conceptual change and how they intertwine 
with the van Hiele levels 
Level 3 (Informal deductive level): Students know the interrelationship 
between geometrical shapes e.g. a square is a rectangle but a rectangle 
is not a square because the diagonals of a rectangle are not 
 
Learn how the shapes look like 
Level 1 (Visual Level): Students judge figures by their appearance.  e.g. 
It is a rectangle because it is longer on the sides 
Level 2 (Descriptive level): Students judge figures according to their 
properties,  e.g. It is a rectangle because pair of opposite sides are equal 
       
Level 4 (Formal deductive level): Students are able to define a figure 
using minimum number of properties e.g. a rectangle is a quadrilateral 
with all angles equal, or .e.g. If I can prove that diagonals are equal, I 
       
Level 5 (Rigor): Students are able to mentally prove a shape using axiom 
rules and rigorously establish theorems in different axiomatic system in the 
    
The challenge 







Use of new knowledge 
Start defining 
shapes in relation to 
each other e.g. a 
square is a rectangle 
because all 
   
The challenge 
See that shapes 
can look different 
and still have the 
  
New knowledge 
Learn the properties 
of all required 
geometrical shapes 
Use of new Knowledge 
Start defining shapes 
by their properties 
 
The challenge 
Realise that it is 
better to use the 
minimum number 
New knowledge 
Learn to define a 
shape using 
minimum number 
of definition by 
  
Use of new knowledge 
Start using a 
definition with the 









Start learning and 
Finding ways to prove 
why different definition 
are enough to define a 
geometrical shape 
 
Use of new knowledge 
Start proving axiom and 
definitions 
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THE OBJECT OF LEARNING: QUADRILATERALS 
Understanding quadrilaterals requires one to know the interrelationship between 
quadrilaterals. Fujita and Keith (2007), calls this hierarchical classification of 
quadrilaterals. According to Fujita and Keith (2007), the hierarchical classification of 
quadrilaterals involves understanding and analysing the properties of different 
quadrilaterals in order to differentiate between the critical and non-critical properties 
of different quadrilaterals. Some of the hierarchical relations involve at least the 
following three types of understanding: 
First, the understanding of how to classify different quadrilaterals under different 
groups and be in a position to explain why some of the quadrilaterals are able to share 
common names.  For example, a rectangle, square, rhombus can all be classified as 
parallelogram because all of them have two pairs of opposite sides that are parallel to 
each other which is one of the definitions of a parallelogram: the quadrilateral with two 
pairs of opposite sides that are parallel to each other.  
Secondly is the need to understand the link(s) between different quadrilaterals and the 
fact that some quadrilaterals are representations of other quadrilaterals. For example, 
if a square is a rhombus, and a rhombus is a Kite, then a square is also a Kite. To 
understand this example, you should consider the following: A square is a rhombus 
because it has diagonals that bisect each other perpendicularly.  A rhombus is a kite 
because one diagonal bisect the other diagonal perpendicularly. Now, the reason why 
a square is a Kite is because a square also has a diagonal that bisects the other diagonal 
perpendicularly. This implies that the properties that makes a rhombus a kite are 
exactly the same properties that make the square a Kite. 
Finally, there is the need to understand the inclusion and the exclusion of relations 
among quadrilaterals. For example, that a rhombus is a square but a square is not a 
rhombus. The reason why a rhombus is a square is because the definition of a rhombus 
requires the quadrilateral to have all sides equal and that condition is met by the square 
because it has all sides equal. However, the rhombus cannot be a square because its 
angles are not equal. As a results, the rhombus does not meet the minimum (at the same 
time essential) requirement of being a square.  If you want a quadrilateral with all sides 
equal, you cannot name a square because a square is not a rhombus and the square will 
excludes a rhombus which also has all sides equal. I will be ideal to name a rhombus 
because a square is also a rhombus and naming a rhombus does not exclude the square. 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
This paper took, a qualitative approach.  Golafshani (2003) defines qualitative research 
as research in which findings are arrived at by means of observing of facts of interest 
happening naturally in real life. This is where the researcher interprets what he is 
observing and then produces findings, based on what was observed.  The sample 
comprises of the third year student teachers doing third year of study in the course 
component of geometry for Intermediate Phase at the university in the city of 
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Johannesburg. Sixty (60) students were purposefully sampled as participants of the 
program during the second semester in 2016, when this course was scheduled. 
The inductive qualitative data analysis guidelines suggested by Henning, van Rensburg 
and Smit (2004) were utilized to analyse the qualitative data. The version which they 
refer to as ‘global analysis’ is suitable for the type of analytic process. According to 
these authors, the researcher uses ‘raw’ data to paint a narrative picture of what various 
data portray and which then places the researcher in a position to interpret what it says, 
against the backdrop of the theoretical framework. The ‘global’ picture will thus be 
one of how students’ learning was systematically ‘scaffolded’ by the mediation of the 
lecturer and how conceptual change took place.  
The data was collected during the course of lecturing the geometry course which was 
14 lectures long. For the sake of this paper, I only focus on one lecture that was voice 
recorded and transcribed. I chose the one vignette where a student was questioning 
some mathematics in order to gain conceptual understanding. During the course, 
students were given an assignment. At the return of the assignment there was an 
argument that was voice recorded and transcribed. The argument arose because a 
student wanted to know why her answer was marked wrong. During the exam, there 
was a question covering the concept similar to the concepts being discussed. Three 
examination scripts of the students who were vocal during the discussion were 
extracted and analysed. 
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The data presented intends to investigate the gain or lack of conceptual change on 
students who are learning geometry by focusing on conceptual understanding.  
The following question in Table 1.1 was extracted from the assignment. A student 
named Moosa got this questions wrong by giving an answer of a ‘square’. Moosa did 
not understand why was she was marked wrong and then decided to question the 
lecturer.  




The following vignette reveals the debate between the lecturer and students arising 
from the question that Moosa needed clarification on.  
 Line Converser Conversation 
1 Moosa What if you say all sides are equal and in a square all side are equal. 
2 Lecturer They are,  
3 Moosa Yes, why is it not a square? 
4 Lecturer Because all sides being equal does not make it a square. It can also 
mean something else 
Fill in the missing words 
1. If all sides of a quadrilateral are equal, it is a ____________ 
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 Line Converser Conversation 
5 Moosa Exactly, so, it can be a square and a rhombus 
6 Lecturer No it can’t be both. If sides are equal, I can bring a rhombus to you. 
Would you say it is a square? 
7 Moosa Why? 
8 Lecturer If I bring a rhombus. Would you say it is a square? 
9 Moosa No, but it has all sides equal, it has all sides equal 
10 Lecturer What I am saying is, all sides equal does not guarantee it to have 90 
degree angles. 
11 Moosa Mara a square has all sides equal 
12 Lecturer It does, but having all sides equal is not enough to define a square 
13 Moosa It is correct because it satisfy that statement. 
14 Lecturer It doesn’t 
15 Moosa But in a square all sides are equal, why is it not a square, it make 
sense because all sides are equal. So that statement… Part ewu, ya 
statement (that part of the statement), it satisfy a square. If it satisfy 
a square, it has to be both a square and a rhombus. I am not arguing 
against it is a rhombus, I am arguing why it is not a square because 
in a square all sides are equal 
16 Lecturer All sides are equal, This is a question, does all sides equal 
guarantee… 
17 Moosa But all side are equal in a square. Is it wrong? 
18 Lecturer No it is not wrong,  
19 Moosa Why is it not right? 
20 Lecturer Because all sides being equal does not guarantee us to have all 
angles equal as well 
21 Lecturer Need I not remind you, okay I don’t own maths. It does not belong 
to me 
22 Moosa So why are you marking a square wrong because a square has all 
sides equal. If we were talking about angles, we are not talking about 
angles, they are just talking about sides.  
23 Richies It’s a good point 
24 Lecturer Okay, this is what I am raising as well. This is the question that I 
can say to you. If all sides are equal, does it mean all angles are 
going to be equal? All sides equal does not make it a square 
25 Gift But we are not talking about you 
26 Lecturer Haa, what are we talking about? The figure… 




29 Lecturer Because a square is also a rhombus 
30 Lecturer A square is not correct because if you talk about a square, it also has 
to deal with the angles, okay 
31 Lecturer Tell me something, what your argument 
32 Lecturer Okay, let me 
33 Mandla Sir 
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 Line Converser Conversation 
34 Lecturer Fine you wanna answer? 
35 Mandla If you say it is a rhombus, if you say all sides are equal and say it is 
a rhombus. You must know that a square is a rhombus. So, if you 
say it is a rhombus, that means you are killing two birds with one 
stone 
36 Moosa But it is a square 
37 Mahlangu Wait, rhombus….. because we know that a square is a rhombus. But 
if you say it is a square that means you are excluding a rhombus 
because a rhombus remember is not a square. But if you saying it’s 
a square, now it means a rhombus you are not taking into 
consideration. But if you saying it’s a rhombus, you are considering 
both a rhombus and a square. 
38 Moosa Its just half correct 
39 Mahlangu A square is a rhombus but a rhombus is not a square 
40 Moosa The statement is not wrong, it is just half correct 
41 Mandla Half correct, half mark 
42 Lecturer Yes Gift 
43 Gift The problem is between the question and the questioner. The one 
who is questioning already know that it is a rectangle, so it is very 
much important that whenever you ask a question, you bring 
specific image to the mind of the one being questioned. To know 
exactly what is expected from you. Because we don’t really 
understand what you want between a square and a rhombus. Even 
here you must admit that the question is not really clear 
 
The question asked, is similar to the question in the assignment. The question expected 
students to know the interrelationship between the quadrilaterals. In order to answer 
the exam question, a student needs to know all the quadrilaterals that has diagonals that 
bisect each other and assess if the rectangle is the only quadrilateral that have diagonals 
bisecting each other. And if the rectangle is not, decide which quadrilateral is going to 
include the rectangle in it because it also has diagonals bisecting each other. 
TABLE 3: Assessment item on quadrilateral 
From the vignette above, Moosa knew that the square has four sides that are equal. 
According to Moosa’s understanding, a quadrilateral with four sides that are equal can 
either be a square or a rhombus. Since both the quadrilaterals possess the same 
property, according to Moosa, both the square and the rhombus fit the answer. 
1.4 Examine the following statement:   
 If the diagonals of a quadrilateral bisect each other, then the 
quadrilateral is a rectangle.  
 
 1.4.1. Explain why the statement above is not true. 3 
 1.4.2. Rectify the above mentioned statement. 2 
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Throughout the vignette, Moosa is defending her answer and she feels that the answer 
of a square should also be marked correct. In line 3, she asked why is not a square. 
Moosa was convinced that her answer was also correct. 
When considering the issues of conceptual change, there was a need for Moosa to 
change her reasoning so that she can acquire the right understanding. Moosa was still 
at level two and The lecturer wanted Moosa’s understanding to progress to level 3. In 
Level 2, A student knows the properties in isolation and in level three, the student 
knows the properties in relation to other shapes that might possess the same property. 
It is true that the square has all sides equal and it is also true that a rhombus has all 
sides equal. For a student whose understanding is still at the second level, an answer 
of a square makes perfect sense because the student is thinking of the properties in 
isolation. This example of classroom discourse is evidence of the fact that a diagnosis 
of the level of geometric thought can be made by analysing students’ argument (as an 
expression of their thinking). 
As mentioned earlier, for conceptual change to take place, three requirements must be 
met and that is the need to change, learning the new way and using the new way. There 
was no way that Moosa was going to change her thinking if she was not convinced 
otherwise because she thought her understanding was acceptable even though she was 
marked wrong. Only when Mahlangu in line 37, brings in the concept of inclusion and 
exclusion, it became clear to Moosa that her reasoning need adjustment. This is the 
conceptual change as ‘the extension’. Moosa was convinced that what she knew was 
half-correct and it needed to be adjusted in order to be fully correct. This implied that, 
she needs to learn the interrelationship between quadrilaterals so that she can be fully 
understand the question that are asked using this format. The question below was asked 
during exam. However, as much as she was convinced, she still wanted her answer to 
be correct. This incident also brought to the fore that sometimes the students thinking 
is influenced by peer’s argument, rather than that of the lecturer. The lecturer is 
obviously at level 4 already and “looks back” while the peer is probably at level 3 and 
still understands the transitioning from level 2. This makes free participation in 
classroom discourse and group learning all the more vital. 
Below Is Moosa’s answer on from the exam on the above question. 
 
FIGURE 2: Moosa’s exam answer 
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From Moosa’s answer, one can say there is evidence of some reasoning. The only 
problem was that the reasoning was not sufficient.  From the first answer (1.4.1) Moosa 
has an understanding that properties are not supposed to be looked at in isolation. 
Moosa knew that the diagonals can still bisect each other without having right angles 
at the vertices. Hence she mentioned that it is not enough to say it is a rectangle.  
There is also evidence that Moosa did not fully understand the interrelationship 
between quadrilaterals. Although the answer she gave has some element of reasoning 
because she knew that a square also has diagonals that bisect each other.  She chose a 
square because a square also includes the rectangle and the rhombus.  However, the 
correct answer is the parallelogram which also includes a square.  The problem with 
square as an answer is that it is excludes the parallelogram because the specific 
parallelogram is not a square.  
There was evidence of conceptual change throughout the course because at the end we 
see Moosa using what she knew to make sense of statements given to her in the 
examination. However, she is half correct with an evidence of conceptual change. One 
can also assume that Moosa regurgitated what was said during the lecture on line 12 
when the lecturer said it is not enough. According to De Villiers (2010), the van Hiele 
levels are invariant. For you to be in a position to handle the content that should be 
understood by students whose understanding is at level 3, you must first know the level 
2 content. Moosa struggled because her understanding of the properties was still 
insufficient of fluent (not sufficiently solidified)  
In line 23, there was a student named Riches. When the argument about a quadrilateral 
with all sides equal was raised, she felt that Moosa was raising a good point. It was a 
good point because  she did not provide the acceptable response on that same item. The 
answer below was written by Riches during an examination. 
 
FIGURE 3: Riches exam answer 
Riches had the conceptual understanding because what she has written in the 
examination shows some understanding. She answered the question by bringing in 
other quadrilaterals that possess the same property. This is an evidence of 
understanding the interrelationship between quadrilaterals. Riches’ understanding is at 
level three. To show that she fully understand, she got the correct quadrilateral on the 
second question(1.4.2). This is evidence of conceptual change as an exchange of one 
entity of knowledge for another. She started reasoning and eradicate what she thought 
was correct. She was not thinking about quadrilateral in isolation but she also thought 
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about other quadrilaterals that possess the same property. Comparing what was in the 
assignment and what was on the examination, she changed from thinking about 
properties of quadrilaterals in isolation and started thinking about the interrelationship 
between different quadrilaterals.  
There are also things that might hinder conceptual change. Let us focus on Gift. In line 
43, Gift raised the point that the question is not clear. There was no way that Gift could 
answer the question correctly because Gift did not understand the question. There was 
a specific way in which Gift wanted the answer to be asked so that it could suit his own 
understanding. Gift didn’t see the need to learn because according to him, there was 
something wrong with the question and not with how he was answering. The answer 
below was written by Gift during examination.  
 
FIGURE 4: Gift’s exam answer 
There are only two types of rectangles, a rectangle itself and a square. Both of them 
have diagonals bisecting each other. Gift did not know all the properties or a rectangle. 
Gift was still in the second level and was not yet ready to learn the interrelationship 
between quadrilateral. Even the answer provided on the second question, shows that 
there was no evidence of conceptual change. A rhombus is a parallelogram but a 
parallelogram is not a rhombus. Choosing parallelogram as an answer excludes the 
parallelogram because it is not a rhombus. 
As mathematics teachers, we sometimes give partial marks to answers that are partially 
correct. This is not ideal for assessments that are going to be retained by the students 
because students will use it as a reference. Although the square has all 4 sides equal, it 
was not the correct answer for a quadrilateral with all sides equal because a rhombus 
also has all 4 sides equal. Marking it wrong allows Moosa to question her 
understanding, and then learn the correct answer which was used successfully during 
the examintion. Teachers need to assess the learners answers in such a way that it will 
leave room for learners to learn or question their understanding of mathematical 
concepts. Students need to be provoked to ask questions that will result in the need to 
embark on a journey for conceptual change. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this article I have outlined the impact of conceptual understanding on conceptual 
change when students are learning geometry of quadrilateral. Conceptual change is 
dependent on the measures that are put in palace in order to create room for it to occur. 
Do not number the pages! 
How lectures award scores in assessments creates an opportuning for them to outline 
the misconception(s) that preservice teachers might have and this usually leads to 
conceptual change. The adoption of van Hiele levels in the teaching of geometry will 
enable a teacher to support students effectively because they will have an 
understanding of students’ level of understanding, as well as what is required to be 
understood at the next level. This will then enable the lecturer to focus on, explain and 
mediate or scaffold knowledge of the knowledge not yet acquired to move on to the 
next level. The mathematical knowledge to be learnt can be achieved or learnt by 
students in interaction by both lectures and students amongst each other. Lecturers need 
to create opportunities for students to learn or question their understanding of 
mathematical concepts. This can be achieved by provoking students to ask questions 
that will results in the need to embark on a journey for conceptual change. 
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